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PIARC Office Bearers for 2022
Board of Directors
club president & chairman
Nick Scarcella
Mob 0414 793 967
E-Mail nick.scarcella@piarc.com.au
vice presidents
Warren Reid
warren.reid@piarc.com.au
Mob 0417 873 273
Rhys Carleton-Carlos
Mob 0418 541 854
E-mail treasurer@piarc.com.au
company secretary
Mario Napoleone
Mob 0402 052 488
E-mail mario.napoleone@piarc.com.au
treasurer
Rhys Carleton-Carlos
Mob 0418 541 854
E-mail treasurer@piarc.com.au
club captain TBA
social secretary
Geoff Bull
E-mail geoff.bull@piarc.com.au
property manager
Mario Napoleone
E-mail mario.napoleone@piarc.com.au
pa manager
Warren Reid
warren.reid@piarc.com.au
Mob 0417 873 273
committee members
Ross Earl, Brian Williams, Noel Tippett,
Colin Smith, Jen Campbell, Geoff Bull, Henk
Duncan, Andrew Jorgensen, Jeremy Cath,
Michael Parker.
club apparel
Geoff Bull
Mob 0409 803 363
H
9803 3633
E-mail geoff.bull@piarc.com.au
technical co-ordinator
Warren Reid
warren.reid@piarc.com.au
Mob 0417 873 273
Ross Earl, Theresa Ford
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officials register
Chris Earl Mob.0409703918 / Ross Earl
E-mail officials@piarc.com.au

Delegates

Motorsport Australia Rhys Carleton-Carlos
				Noel Tippett
Group 5			
Warren Reid
VSCRS			Noel Tippett

PIARC Social Media

social media
Nick Scarcella
Mob 0414 793 967
nick.scarcella@piarc.com.au

PIARC Website

www.piarc.com.au
Jeremy Cath / Warren Reid
website@piarc.com.au

Sub committees
race committee 		
clubsport committee

Rhys Carleton-Carlos
Warren Reid

Vic Roads Permits
coordinator
Brian Williams
7 Waterside Dve		
Drouin 3818
Mob 0407 846281
AH 03 5625 1460
bgwilliams1@bigpond.com
signatories for renewals:
Warren Reid, Mike McCruddin, Nick Scarcella,
Brian Williams
Membership registrar
Andy Dobbyn
Mob 0417 148 573
E-mail membership@piarc.com.au
Club Magazine
Warren Reid
Mob 0417 873 27
Noel Tippett
E-mail - magazine@piarc.com.au
Club Patron
John Blanchard Snr (Dec)
NOTE: The articles and views reprinted in this magazine are not
necessarily those held by the Committees of PIARC or the Editor.
PIARC is an affiliated club with Motorsport Australia and a member of
the Group V Association.
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June
24-26

Shannons
Motorsport Aust
Championship

PI Contact

.

Warren Reid 0417 873 273
Nick Scarcella 0414793967

July
9-10

PIARC Supersprint
Inc Karts

Round of the PIARC Supersprint
Championships
Circuit Familiarisation & SuperKart
Races on Saturday.

August Access

SuperKart Festival,plus all the usual
categories which make this a special
race meeting

PI Contact

Warren Reid 0417 873 273
Nick Scarcella 0414793967

August
5-7

PI Contact

Warren Reid 0417 873 273
Nick Scarcella 0414793967

September
10-11

PIARC Supersprint
Inc Karts

Round of the PIARC Supersprint
Championships
Familiarisation & SuperKart & Vic V8
Races on Saturday.

PI Contact

Warren Reid 0417 873 273
Nick Scarcella 0414793967

October
14-16

World Championship Motorcycle
Racing

MOTO GP

PI
Motorcycling Australia

November
18-20
25-27

World SuperBike

World Championship Motorcycle
Racing

PI Contact

Warren Reid 0417 873 273
Nick Scarcella 0414793967

PI Contact

Island Magic

Warren Reid 0417 873 273
Nick Scarcella 0414793967

For the latest club updates and information
please refer to our website -

www.piarc.com.au

What would you like to hear about or see at our Club Nights?
Please send your suggestions via our website or contact Nick Scarcella.
Your input would be most welcomed.
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Calendar 2022/23
December
10-11

PIARC Supersprint
Inc E30

25

Round of the PIARC Supersprint
Championships Sunday
Familiarisation & Races on
Saturday.

PI Contact

Warren Reid 0417 873 273
Nick Scarcella 0414793967

Merry Christmas

2023
January
1

Happy New Year

27-29

International Island
Classic

Historic Motorcycle Racing

February
11-12

PIARC Supersprint
Inc Karts

TBA

World Superbike
Championship

Round 1 of the PIARC Supersprint
Championships
Familiarisation & SuperKart Races
on Saturday.
World Championship Motorcycle
Racing

PI Contact

Warren Reid 0417 873 273
Nick Scarcella 0414793967

PI Contact

Warren Reid 0417 873 273
Nick Scarcella 0414793967

March
TBA

PI Historic Races

Historic Car Racing

TBA

AGP

Australian F1 GP

April

4

PI Contact
VHRR
PI Contact

Warren Reid 0417 873 273
Nick Scarcella 0414793967
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President’s Column
Nicholas Scarcella
President's
Column

Nicholas Scarcella

Welcome to the second edition of PIARC notes for 2022 and when we said in the last edition that
this year was going to be jam packed with motorsport, celebrations, and fun for our 70th year we
were not joking.

Since our last magazine we have seen the club participate in the following :
Shannons Nationals.
70th Anniversary celebration meeting.
Tour of the Ambulance Victoria historical museum.
Australian Formula 1 Grand Prix.
The PIARC round of the Victorian Hillclimb Championship.
PIARC May Sprint.
Victorian State Race Series.

So now that we have all caught our collective breath, we as a club are nothing with out the hard
work of our officials as always thank you.
All the above events were great, but I must be bias and say the 70th Anniversary meeting was my
favourite thus far and has raised the bar on what we can do as a club. No doubt there was challenges
to run a two-day event involving, racing, sprints, motorkhana, Hillclimb and social activities such as
the show and shine and Coty awards presentations all at one event however to see the turnout we
5
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President's Column

Cont

had on both days from the members spectating and competitors enjoying the club, we couldn’t have
asked for anything better.
One of the stand out moments was the grid walk allowing members, officials and families have to
chance to get up and close with race vehicles before a race, one officials came up to me and was so
happy to be that close to a Formula 5000’s , his words “ I’ve never been this close before a race, this
is money can’t buy stuff. And that is our aim, to give members opportunities to enjoy the sport we
all love.

PIARC played a small but vital part in the re-setting of a new outright lap record at the Victorian
State Race Series round , with Tim Slade and AMS Motorsport breaking the 20+ year record with a
1:24.06 during the MG and invited British sports cars race on the Sunday morning. Slade then also
got to use the services of the PIARC recovery team in the feature race trying to eclipse the new
record. No doubt we will see the Brabham back, and even if we are lucky we won’t have to wait
another 2 decades to see history. The bonus of this was the amount of coverage the sport and the
series got in the week leading up and the weeks after, good news for motorsport.

PIARC has also seen an influx on new members and new officials joining us to provide access to
motorsport, to those new members and officials welcome and if you need anything, feel free to
contact me personally.

One of our new initiatives we mentioned last magazine was the officials raffle at PIARC promoted
and run events, this has been received extremely well thus far and thankyou to Forty Winks
Hawthorn, Scarcella Designz, Jay Leno’s Garage Australia & Danny Jonas for donating fantastic raffle
prizes, more info about this later in the magazine.
The club’s administration centre is almost finished with the second stage of fit out, this will allow us
to take the club to the next level regarding the business side of things and the ability of holding
training and information sessions, we cannot wait to share it all with you.
As noted previously the 70th was the first of the many events PIARC is holding to celebrate this year,
keep an eye on the calendar, our website, and social media pages for more events to include
everyone .

Lastly, on a personal note I have to thank everyone who came up and saw both Zahra and I at the
70th on our long-awaited return to the track after 3 and a half years, painkillers don’t give that kind
of result and boost to a recovery.
Until next time, be it at a club event or at the track!

Yours in Motorsport,
Nick Scarcella.
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Officials Raffle Winners – 70th Anniversary

Presented to – Saturday: Connor McLeod - TMA (Top)
Sunday: David Byrne – Timing (Bottom Left),
Bryce Crawford – Race Control (Bottom Right)

Thanks to Jay Leno’s Garage Australia & Murray Carter for the
generous prizes for the officials raffle !
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Officials Raffle Winners – May Sprint

Presented to – Saturday: Rob – Ambulance Victoria (Left)
Sunday: Gordon – Flags (Right)

Thanks to Danny Jonas for the generous prizes for the
officials raffle !
Sign up today to be an official & attend an PIARC event
– have to be in it – to win it !
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Guide to Sprints-Want to get on the track but don't know how
Want to get on track but don’t
know how – PIARC’s guide to
sprints.

be found in these regulations, also something
to note is the details of the event secretary,
who will be able to assist of you have any
questions prior to the event.

This article is primarily directed to our new
PIARC members who have never participated
in a “closed” sprint, or those members
transitioning from hill climbing or other low
speed events. A sprint is our entry in circuit
competition at Phillip Island.

Once you have entered and paid, your almost
ready, but you do need to ensure that you
have safety gear. Minimum requirements for
sprints are an Australian design standards
approved safety helmet, be it approved for
motorcycling or an FIA approved SA2015 or
above motor racing helmet, no skin should
be showing, so as an minimum to be covered
with a long sleeve shirt/jumper and long
trousers together with socks , sturdy shoes
and glove, all are to be made or a flammable
material. If you think that this is something
you are going to do again , we recommend
purchasing a double layer racing specific
driving suit, racing boots and gloves.

How to get started:

Four things you need,
Car
Motorsport Australia Licence
Entry
Safety equipment
You don’t need a purpose-built race car, your
general road car will do the job, classes are
determined by type of vehicle, engine size
and modifications. Class structures are noted
on your entry form and further information is
available via the PIARC website : piarc.com.
au.
For the car to go on track, the requirements
are that the vehicle is in a roadworthy
condition, have an approved fire extinguisher
mounted inside the passenger compartment
of the vehicle, and within reach of the driver,
supplementary bonnet restraints.
You will also need to hold a Motorsport
Australia speed licence at a minimum, these
are available online via the motorsport
Australia website : motorsport.org.au .or can
be purchased at the event.
Next is the entry process.
Entries for our sprint events are available
from the Motorsport Australia event entry
portal : motorsport.org.au, or from the PIARC
website. Both places will have a copy of the
entry and the supplementary regulations of
the event, we recommend reading through
the “supp regs” carefully as most of the
information or questions you may have will

One thing to note, if your vehicle is fitted
with a race seat and fitted with HANS (head
and neck restraint system) belts, you will
be required to wear a HANS or other noted
head and neck restraints and HANS posted
helmets.
At this point, you have your Car, Motorsport
Australia Licence, Safety gear and have
entered your first event, what happens next.
The week of the event, the event secretary
will email you confirming your entry along with
a schedule of events for that day, important
items to take in are, venue opening times,
what gate to enter by, Office and scrutineering
, drivers briefing times .

Morning of the Event:
Arrive well in advance of the time allocated
to scrutineering, Park your car and trailer
behind the garages ( on the left when exiting
the tunnel or in the open area to the right –
known as the green paddock. Head to the
secretary’s office located at the bast of the
race control tower, the secretaries will check
9
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Guide to Sprints-Want to get on the track but don't know how
your Motorsport Australia licence, and club
membership, questions of your vehicle’s
eligibility will be clarified to ensure you and
your vehicle are in the correct class and
grouping. You will be given paperwork for
scrutineering , vehicle number if not already
on your vehicle and a grouping sticker –
normally a coloured dot to be affixed on the
top right corner of your windscreen.
Unload your car if it is on a trailer , then
prior to scrutineering, ensure that your car
is ready to go on the circuit, this mean all
loose objects and tools are removed from the
interior and that the wheels and tyres that are
going to be used on the track are fitted to the
vehicle (remember to torque the wheel nuts
to the correct vehicle specs). Once this is
done put your safety gear in the car and drive
over to the scrutineering bays – located north
of the canteen, note if your vehicle is a race
vehicle or unregistered vehicle , race engines
can not be started at Phillip Island until 9am.
The Scrutineers will check the vehicle over
and if ready for track duty they will issue you
a scrutiny sticker.
At this point the drivers briefing will be about
to start. It is a condition of entry that you
attend and quite beneficial , The Clark of the
course, will touch on the track conditions ,
discuss what flags are to be used at what
corners, advise how the day will run and
answer any questions. At this point we will
ask if there is anyone new to the circuit or to
sprints to stay around and we will conduct a
new driver briefing, in this we will also take
new drivers around the circuit to explain
the circuit, what to look out for and my
importantly the safe way around.
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It is time – Time for the last-minute checks
Time to get ready to go on track, check your
tyre pressure, up your tyre pressures approx.
5 to 15 lbs, considering the type of tyre and
size you are running. Make sure fuel, oil and
water levels are correct Fit the Dorian timer
to record your lap times., bonnet , boot and
doors all closed, if headlights on your vehicle
are glass, cover with tape. All safety gear
fitted helmet tight and when called proceed to
the marshalling area, waiting for your session
to start. When instructed proceed into pit lane
and obey the speed limit , where the pit lane
marshals will assemble cars in rows of two,
and when the session is ready commence will
release at a two-by-two intervals.

During the Day:

With 4 to 6 sessions during the day, pace your
self and work up to it, use the warmup lap, to
do just that, bring both you and the car up to
temperature, check the track and remember
you are racing yourself, not others to get a lap
time. If you have an issue with your car whilst
on track, please pull off the circuit where it is
safe to do so and exit the vehicle and safely
to the closest wall, under no circumstances
cross the racetrack, our recovery team will
attend to you and your vehicle. Keep an eye
on fuel levels as many a recovery involves
vehicles running out of fuel. Pay attention
to any announcements over the PA system
during the day, they may be referring to you
or the running of the event.
Progressive lap times and class placings are
normally displayed on the notice board at the
base of the tower, you can also access this
information via natsoft.com.au.
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Guide to Sprints-Want to get on the track but don't know how
If for some reason your session is red flagged
– exit the circuit at the closest exit point (
turn four or pit entry) be mindful of rescue or
recovery vehicles as they may be traveling
against the flow of the track to get to an
incident.
If you are new to sprint racing , always
keep an eye on your mirrors as their may
be quicker drivers on track, if a faster car
comes up upon you, hold your line and point
to what side you wish to be passed on, it’s
the responsibility of the passing car do safely
overtake, be aware of your location on track
and brake markers.
On the slow down lap, do just that – Slow
Down ! This gives your engine, transmission
and importantly brakes a chance to cool
sown before you arrive at the paddock, whilst
in the pit paddock area keep your speed to a
crawl pace.

At The End OF the Day:
Pack up all your gear, you will be surprised
how much gear is left behind, return your
garage key and Dorian timer if hired to the
secretary’s office, adjust tyre pressure if
you are driving your track car home to their
normal road going level and drive home
safely.
So now you have an idea about what is
involved with a PIARC sprint, our next event
is the July Sprint on the 10/11th of July.
Mario Napoleone & Nick Scarcella.

Let us help with your
next tyre purchase

Any Size, Any Brand, Any Type

www.stuckey.com.au (03) 9386 5331
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Morbi

Simone Scarcella
simone@scarcelladesignz.com
www.scarcelladesignz.com

www.facebook.com/scarcelladesignz

●
●
●
●
●
●
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Vice President's View - Warren Reid
The 70th aniversary event was a celebration
of all levels of the sport
Saturday
The Saturday Celebration of Clubsport
- What a great day, SuperKart Racing,
SuperSprint, Hillclimb and Round 2 of
Victorian Motorkhana Championship including
PIARC fun Motorkhana.
Loved it and had a ball.
Spoke to club members I hadn't seen for
years.
Had fun in the motorkhana and took members
for a ride around.
What an enjoyable event, we heard nothing
but praise for the event from the competitors
and the Circuit representatives.
Sunday's Racing was great
F5000 what a great sound and spectal with
grid walks prior to the event. Formula Open
a preview of what is to come later in the year.
2Lt Sports Sedans and PIARC Combined
Sedans.
The display of collectible cars in the spectator
area was great and the on track parade lasted
for many laps.

A great start to our 70th aniversary!!!
This was followed by the PIARC 70th
Aniversary Hillclimb with one of our highest
entries ever (a great event).
Next was the May State Race Meeting with
over 200 entries and the special appearance
of the new Brabham BT62.
Now the holder of the OUTRIGHT lap
record.
Thanks to Cooldrive for supplying the Safety
Car for both of these meetings.
Coming up is:
The second PI Shannons race meeting for 22.
The PIARC supersprint championship
The 70th aniversary August Access
The Victorian & PIARC supersprint
championship
Island Magic
December sprint and races.
We need you to participate in some or all of
these as a competitor or official and help us
to continue to make this year very special.
Warren Reid
Vice President
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PIARC Partnership Program Presents.....
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A Committment
VSCRC ROUND 3, PHILLIP ISLAND
GRAND PRIC CIRCUIT
MAY 13 – 15, 2022
The Phillip Island Auto Racing Club were the
promoters of this round of this long running
championship. It has been a very busy time
over the last couple of months with lots of
weekends of motorsport. From “grass roots”
to “state of the art” Formula 1.
Friday morning arrived to early, and the
sun had just risen and the muster shed
was starting to come to life with marshals
arriving to sign on and be assigned to their
post for the day. Wow, enough to cover the
flag points. A broad range of experience,
but a feeling of anticipation and excitement
to the tasks ahead. Safety briefing and the
instructions for the day. A couple of questions
about operational matters for specific points.
Well, Friday threw up some challenges, and
we all stepped up to the situation. Not much
will happen at flag point 1.1 Bob! Well Done.

Fast forward to Sunday. Well, the action
started early, and not just the racing. A
few incidents around the track challenged
everyone. Lost time and the schedule was
out the window. What next? Let’s get going
and complete the races as we can, can do
attitude.
Wow, we got there in the end. How did
we get there, we got there because of the
commitment, dedication, skills and work of
the “TEAM”. Yes, everyone that was involved
in the running of this event.
Those that manned positions one-up, must
have felt like they had more arms than an
octopus. Ah, Ian.
I know that I went home exhausted, mentally
and physically, but with a very high sense of
achievement. Congratulations to “ALL”
That is a “COMMITMENT”. And we will do it
again and again. “TEAM”.
p.s. I would like to thank everyone for their
support and friendship forwarded to Chris
and I over a very challenging weekend.

Ross

Let us help with your
next tyre purchase

Any Size, Any Brand, Any Type

www.stuckey.com.au (03) 9386 5331
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Chaplain Mark Bateman

Be The Difference!
…you’re gonna love this.

Quote: ‘Tell me and I may forget, teach
me and I might remember, involve me and
I will learn!’ Benjamin Franklin

At our recent VSCRC round at Phillip
Island, Ken Smith gave me an Auto Action
article where PIARC took the initiative
to commence a recruitment drive. As a
response to that drive, eight newbies have
begun their journey to become members
of our family. Some will filter into PIARC,
some into the VFT and TMA part of our
family, …volunteerism is alive!

When you work your muscles lifting
weights, you become physically stronger.
When you engage and work at specific
skills and practices, you strengthen
your skillset. The opposite is also true.
Over time muscles that are not used or
strengthened become weaker. The same
idea is true about your skillset.
There is a saying I have found profoundly
true; ‘People don’t care how much you
know, until they know how much you
care!’ We are a family and caring for each
other is how we build, grow, and belong
in this family.
There is a trending comment going
around that says, ‘Volunteerism is dying!’
I disagree with this statement because of
a couple of reasons. Let me explain by
asking you a question, ‘How did you get
started in our sport?’ Were you invited
by a friend to come, try, and belong to a
group of new friends whose passion was
motorsports? And (this is a tuff one), is
our sport serving you or are you serving
our sport? The method of increasing the
size and diversity of our motorsport’s
family is still the same.
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PIARC is full of heroes like Ken, who
have blazed a pathway to facilitate the
success of our sport. The first PIARC hero
I met was Peter Nelson. He sat with me
and found a way to connect me into this
amazing family. I stand on his shoulders
fulfilling the duties he and Arthur Bartlett
(another great hero) developed to support
our family needs.
Serving our sport is a three-part strategy.

Doing our track duties with excellence and
due diligence.
Training others to take up the baton and stand
on our shoulders
Talking our family up and strengthening
camaraderie.

This three-part woven strategy is like a
cord that is not easily broken.
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Chaplain Mark Bateman
Daily routines and practices are essentials
to becoming a more effective influential
and caring family. Here are four things I
seek to achieve daily.
Help People - We help people by
pointing them down successfully proven
paths that we have travelled. The list
is nearly endless. We help people with
their practical needs, share wisdom with
someone who is struggling. Helping
people should always start at the heart
level, what can you do to help someone?
DAILY QUESTION: Who am I helping
and in what way?
Solve problems - Problem solving is
an art, but it’s also very personal. Time
spent solving problems grows lifetime
friendships. You can’t solve all the
problems, so focus on the ones that can
be solved and you are the right person
to solve it. Mentor those who have a
teachable heart, so they never have to
learn lessons the hard way.

Cont

season, when we feel like we are
spinning our wheels — working hard but
going nowhere. This is one of the most
frustrating things one can experience.
We are designed to make progress and
are responsible for progress. People are
counting on us, not to do it alone, but to
help show the way. Prayerfully focus on
clearly identifying direction and plan a
course of action.
DAILY QUESTION: How am I making
progress today?
Develop Others – Without more and
better leaders, we will never realise
the outcomes we are hoping for. The
weekly pressure and demands will crowd
out the need for ‘others’ development
unless you make it a priority in your
daily rhythms. The secret to success
in developing others is found in two
concepts, simplicity, and consistency.
Your methodology isn’t as important as
your consistency. I’ve always found that
one to one investing in others, is the best
model.
DAILY QUESTION: Who am I developing
and investing in today?

DAILY QUESTION: What problem am I
working on today?
Make progress – Many choose to
highlight their struggles rather than
work towards solving problems. We
all have days, sometimes an extended

I’ve loved hearing VFRS, VFT, TMA,
PIARC and the multitude of car clubs
that we belong to, praising their heroes,
those caring mentors who loved our sport
enough to take us newbies under their
wing and planted us in this incredible
family. The baton now, …is in our hands!
TODAY’S QUESTION: How can I
improve to benefit our sport today?
Doin’ Life together, Cheers. 		
Chaplain Mark Bateman 0412 151 121
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ABN 96 088 416 184

We all know, a quality car not only requires good handling
but it also needs to both stop and go well.
Centreline Suspension are not only ‘Suspension Specialists’
we can also provide full car preparation, be it for your road or race car.
At Centreline we can help you achieve your goals, our Championship winning
RX7 Sports Sedan attests to both our knowledge and quality workmanship.
We will use all of our gained experience to help you produce the car you want.
We not only supply and fit quality suspension components we provide
shock absorber re-valving, custom springs and a wheel alignment service.
We are also distributors for Penrite Racing Products

To improve your car, phone Glenn or Chris today.

(03) 9469 2914
or call in to

72 Lipton Drive, Thomastown
www.centrelinesuspension.com.au
Log on and browse through our website.
EFT facilities available for most cards
Free assessment for PIARC members
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PIARC Visit to Ambulance Museum
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70th Aniversary Badge
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Remember "Back When?"
PIARC, SOME 30 ODD YEARS AGO
(checking the club magazine from August
to December 1988)
#138 in the series.
Peter Nelson handed over the Club
Presidency to the newly elected Warren
Reid at the COTY Dinner. Other than the
presentation of the Competitor of the Year
to Arthur Abrahams, the evening’s format
included talks by members on the eras of
PIARC and the circuit.
Phil Irving spoke on the original road
circuit and the lengths that people went
to, to get to the Island in the pre-bridge
era. Bob Duguid spoke on the formation
of the Club and the building of the Circuit.
Henk Duncan followed up with the, then,
current era involving running a race track
and the often Saturday night maintenance
repairs requiring quick-set concrete in
places.
Following PIARC’s assistance with June’s
AUSCAR 200 at the Thunderdome, we
received a most complimentary letter from
Calder’s management.
Clubsport is still full on for August &
September: PIARC Sprint at Calder,
TOCAN Trial – a round of the Group 5
Series, Calder Motorkhana for the Group
5 and Club Championships, PIARC Sprint
on the Thunderdome and a Group 5
Motorkhana at Calder.
Ray Humphreys remains in the news for
his efforts in the Corolla – it is now “yucky
orange” and the temperature gauge
works better when connected to the temp
sender rather than the oil pressure switch.

Kage

September had extensive reports on the
new Formula Holden Category and the
Circuit re-development for bike GP’s,
which include extensive drainage, the
realignment of Turns 4 and 10, new pits
and pit wall, under track tunnel and the
relocation of the Tower.
October’s club sport received a boost
with a Sprint proposed at the newly
completed PI Circuit pending a CAMS
permit – the first cars to be on the track.
However, the event was subsequently
delayed till November.
Jim Murcott reported on the October
release of Toyota’s new Turbo Supra at
the Island – the actual “first cars on the
track”, although not competitively. Jim
had previously competed in the first of
the GT Falcons on the old track and was
seriously impressed with the up-grades.
In a field of national motoring journalists,
Jim was recorded as the quickest, and for
a short time at least, was the holder of the
unofficial outright lap record.
About 100 competitors enjoyed the first
event on the new track (another first for
PIARC) and turned up in pretty much
anything with wheels. The opening
“cutting of the ribbon” was undertaken by
PIARC’s President, Warren Reid, and Bob
Barnard of Barnard Project Management
who had carried out the circuit rebuild.
Other events with PIARC Officials
providing organisation and trackside
work were a Thunderdome meeting, the
Adelaide AGP and Truck Racing.
KAGE – PIARC
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A Load of Bull
Three months down the track and we have
moved into winter, well almost since our
last Notes and what a busy 3 months it has
been with, The Phillip Island Classic Festival
of Motorsport, the Shannons Motorsport
Australia Championships, our PIARC 70th
Anniversary Meeting, the AGP and our
VSCRC 2022 Round, in addition to a heap of
other events happening around the country.
The Shannons Motorsports Australian
Championships 2022 18-20 March started a
run of 7 events in 8 weeks to reinforce that
motorsport is really back on the map in all
manner of events.
We had a good range of Categories at this
event but sadly not many PIARC Driver
Members competing, never the less we
were well represented by two of them in
the National Formula Ford Events by Conor
Somers with 4th, 6th and 11th placings giving a
great 6th outright in the weekends points, with
a very consistent 2020 PIARC Competitor of
the Year in Paul Zsidy placing 16th, 16th and
14th giving 13th overall with his usual I had fun
smile evident.
Speaking of PIARC Competitors of the Year,
our 2015 recipient Tim Macrow did us proud
with excellent S5000 results of 4th, 1st and 4th,
resulting in 4th for the round and maintaining
his lead in the Championship for 2022. Keep
up the good work Tim.
Whilst the next bloke Vince Muriti, is yet to
win a championship or a PIARC Competitor
of the Year he is proudly a PIARC Driver and
put in another excellent effort for 3rd and
5th places in the Fantec GT Trophy Class,
resulting in 4th in class for the Event and
hence 4th in the Series to date.
He is I must say a Champion bloke and
his cars are presented like winners at all
meetings.
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Good to see PIARC Competitor of the Year
2004 Paul Stokell competing and finishing
Pro/Am class with Garry Higgon in 1st and 6th
with 3rd Place in the Round and Series points.
The following weekend we fronted up
for a very different Event, which was our
PIARC 70th Anniversary Closed Meeting
which presented 5 types of events with a
difference on Saturday 26th March, but all
a big part of PIARC’s Clubsport History,
with Super Sprints, a Victorian Motorkhana
Championship, and a Hillclimb. The
Superkarts enjoyed their usual Saturday
Closed Race Meeting.
A plus was,enter one type of event and that
gained you the opportunity to try the other
three for only one entry fee. It was great to
see the resultant interchange of competitor
activity and the spirit in which they were
undertaken.
Sunday was a Race Meeting for Formula
5000s, Formula Open (used to be Formula
Libre), 2 Litre Sports Sedans and PIARC
Combined Sedans, plus a Car Show and
Parade Laps for H-Plate members and other
Road cars of interest. Also a mention of
members, David Hardman who achieved a 1st
and 2x 2nds in F5000 and Rob Splatt with 2 X
6ths and a 5th also in F5000.
Additionally all drivers competing and all
members attending the weekend were able to
gain free admission to the PI Circuit Museum
and discounted admission to the Go Kart
sessions.
As the Saturday 26th March marked the exact
day for PIARC’s inaugural meeting in 1952,
PIOPS generously made Suite 1 available to
all attendees on Sunday 27th for a gathering
and presentations of Annual Awards for 2019
and 2020 to achieving members, and Race
Trophies for Sunday’s events.
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A Load of Bull

Cont

It was great to see past John Lanyon
Competitor of the Year past recipients
as follows, attending Suite1, Alby
Middleton(1985), Terry Wyhoon (1995 & 2012),
Henk Duncan (2000), Murray Carter (2007),
Tim Macrow (2015) and Peter Gluskie (2019).
Sam Winter (2019) and Paul Zsidy (2020) sent
apologies due to other prior engagements.
The VSCRC continued to produce a good
overall entry with 218 starters on the weekend
of May 14-15, whilst Friday Private Practice
also produced 160 welcome participants.
The number of Drivers on the PIARC Driver’s
list is, like membership numbers and H-Plate
numbers, showing pleasing growth over the
last 12 months. For reasons unknown we
only managed to attract 12 of the 98 Drivers
for this meeting, but they all did us proud
regardless of where they started or finished.
In Formula Ford Conor Somers had an up
down weekend with DNS, 6th and 13th whilst
in Formula Ford 1600 Brendan Jones scored
2 x 1st places with a 2nd in the feature race.
Good to see Justin Brown representing us
in the Group N BMW with 6th, 7th and a DNS
in what was a very small field. Similarly Rob
Splatt this time in his Triumph TR6 was our
only PIARC driver in MG & British Sports cars,
but enjoyed an upward weekend’s results with
17th, 16th and a fine 12th.
Great to hear 2011 Competitor of the Year
Andrew Williams is getting on well with repairs
to the Torana XU1 which will add some spice
to Group N later this year.
Improved Production had a great entry of 36
vehicles and Craig Piergrosse looked set for a
great weekend with 7th in Race 1 but then the
DNFs & DNS set in with his IP and SS cross
entry.
Mal Henley was a model of consistency with
24th, 22nd and 22nd as was Scott Appledore
who achieved 28th, 27th and 25th in his Excel

and in Excel Category, 16th, 19th and 19th.
Mike Sinclair was similar in his Excel with
DNF, 30th and 28th, whilst in the Excel
Category had to make do with a pair of DNFs
punctuated with a 29th.
In what started well with 2 x 17th places Dave
Bone had luck desert him in the feature with a
DNF which is relatively unusual in the fast and
reliable Datto 1600+.
Overall a good weekends racing despite
some indifferent weather early in the
weekend, some disruptive oil spills and the
usual recoveries, not helping the crowded
schedule undertaken.
Great work by Officials in all areas as with
competition from Bathurst 12 Hour and
other events, we had a lower than normal
contingent coping with plenty of action and
a crowded program again with 11categories
to cope with. We will aim for less is more in
2023.
We continue to receive great support from the
Advertiser, with photographer Alia Schonberg
providing a selection of her images in the
Advertiser post VSCRC 2022 Round 3.
Thanks also to Bec Hind for coming despite
feeling more than a little jaded after a bad
couple of weeks with COVID which was
shared generously by Loz and their kids.
Our PIARC Drivers Register has been
updated and the copy attached elsewhere in
this edition of Notes is again approaching 100
drivers for the first time in quite a while.
Can’t wait to see how Island Magic 2022
stacks up as the conclusion to PIARC’s 70th
Anniversary Race Meetings on November
26/27.
See you soon.
Regards
Geoff.
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Club Plate Corner

Brian

Welcome to CLUB PLATE CORNER
Where we hope to profile a vehicle each
magazine
H, my name is Brian.

Remember
Renew Your
Membership
Your car is not
allowed to be used
withour a current
club Membership

I own an 1964 EH Holden
I bought it February 2017, color was dark blue with
a white roof. It had every Nasco accessory on it
that was made. I hated the sun visor, wheel spats
etc. so they had to go

I then lowered it 2 inches, put on 13x7 inch Rebel
mags, VS Commodore bucket seats, ret rimmed
the rear seat to suit and put in a premier heater
consul (already had the heater)
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Club Plate Corner

Brian

Cleaned up the engine bay and inside the
boot, put in a set of gauges, sold the clock,
(they are asking a lot of money for them)
After about 2 years I decided to put in a
Warm 179 engine, mild cam, yeller terror
head, triple carbs and a 5 speed Celica
gearbox (had a 3 speed crash box in it) The
triple carbs didn’t suit so I went back to twin
Stromberg carbs and race extractors. The 5
speed made the car so much easier to drive.
So it’s not original, but it’s the way I want it.

NOTE:
All PIARC
memberships expire
on 30 June
Regards
Brian
New members permit cars
Marcus----1994 Toyota Hilux
George----1988 Nissan skyline

Please make sure you
renew before 30 June
(you can renew now
on the PIARC app)
as without a current
membership your car
will be unregistered

Dean----1985 Holden Commodore
Daryl----1986 Jaguar XJS
Michael----1997 Nissan Skyline GTR
27
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Membership News
Important information regarding renewals.
The membership office will be closed for
the June 29 till the July 13 if you require
a membership card for events during this
time, please use the PIARC app to renew
or send your renewal now.
Hello PIARC members well its that time again
membership renewal time, I will be sending
out renewals on or around the 1st June 2022
fees will be the same as last year at $65.00
single and $75.00 family this includes your
partner and kids under 18.
For those that use the PIARC app to renew
you don’t need to wait for the renewal notice
you can renew now, and you will be right
to go with the digital card on your phone
updated right away.
Welcome to our new members that have
joined us since my last article on the
07/02/2022. I hope you are enjoying you time
with us. We are a large club with many things
going on and we always welcome new faces
at our events be it competitors, new officials
and our CPS owners, you are all welcome to
come and join in at one of our events anytime.
Scott Wilson
Junyang Xie
Tianhong Wu
Glen Gamble
Adrian Czopowski
Fergus Ward
Stephen Gowdy & family Brad Bond
Peter Chandler
Adrian Jarvis
Benjamin Seychell
Albert Callegher
Darham Strachan & family Henry Wright
Rebecca Strachan & family Joel Luka
Coral Jones & family
Glenn Day
Gregory Blackwood
Jaclyn Seychell
Dean Carter
Marcus Brown
Sam Papadakis
Eric Irvine
Michael De Keus & family Luke Dinsdale
David Pisa & family
Curt Bond
Mark Bond & family
Jarryd Bond
Hugh Millen
Gavin Lewis
Kelvin Decker & family
Gopi Mahindajit
Anthony Pisa & family
Ashley Takwalai
Sebastian Belino & family Michael Anthony
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Andy

Peter Foley & family
David Whitehead & family
Matthew Guerrier
John Martin
Richard Hicks & family
Pascal Neitzner & family
Edward Bennett
Robert Cavanagh & family
Richard Garra & family
Arvind Gawade
Glenn Samson
Mitchell Fleming.

Bruce Parker
Spiros Poulakis
Benjamin Dunkin
Robert Nigro
Michael Murray
Matt Turner
Soon Ghee Yap
Cathryn Krause
John Beck
Anthony Ramunno
Alan Evans

Welcome one and all.
On a personal note Nicky and I have been
getting out and about and went for a stay
in Rosedale for a weekend and visited the
Gippsland Vehicle Collection in Maffra.
Although being closed for roof renovations at
the time we were given a private tour by one
of the voluntaries that was doing some clean
up work, not many cars there at the time but
lots of memorabilia in the many cabinets and
a huge model car display. The centre has
since reopened and I believe has a English
and Italian race car display on now with
displays changing every 4 months.
We also had a family catch up in Adelaide
recently and paid a visit to the Gilbert car
museum in Strathalbyn. I think this must be
one of the best car museums I have been to
with many of the cars on display being from
local properties in the area and sold by Gilbert
motors in fact the museum is in the original
Gilbert motors garage.
There is also a motorsport library and a lot of
info on the Adelaide GP and Glen Dix who I
am told drops in once a week and is happy
and up for a chat.
Don’t forget I will be away from the June 29
till 13 July help me help you and get your
membership in early see you at the track.
Cheers Andy.		

16/05/2022
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Miami F1 GP

Jen

Hey everyone, my name is Jen Campbell
and I had the amazing opportunity to be a Pit
Lane marshal at the inaugural Miami Formula
1 Grand Prix at the start of May, and thought I
would share my experience with you all
On Wednesday evening, I arrived at my
hotel in Fort Lauderdale for the weekend. In
the US, they have ‘worker hotels’ that have
subsidised accommodation so we get a
super cheap rate. For the Miami GP, they also
did check in for the marshals staying at the
hotel so we could pick up all our stuff in the
one place. A very handy experience, and was
a smooth process.
Upon checking in, I picked up my credentials
for the weekend plus
the uniform. They also
provide us a goodie bag
full of some fun stuff.
Nice little backpack,
a water bottle, hat,
challenge coin and a
pin. My uniform for the
weekend was white
button up long sleeve
shirts (not ideal in the 30+
degree weather with 8090% humidity) and black
pants and shoes.
Thursday morning, we
were all bussed directly
from the hotel (plus the
2 other ‘worker hotels’
marshals stayed at) to
the workers compound
(basically the Muster
area). Betty T Ferguson Community centre
was our destination, about half an hour from
the hotels and still about 10 mins from the
track precinct. There we got breakfast and
had a morning induction training with the rest
of the Pit Lane/Grid team. Great opportunity
to meet the rest of the team and catch up
with old friends from other events. Although
we were in the US, a variety of different

nationalities were represented in the team,
with people from England, Scotland, UAE,
Canada, Mexico, Netherlands and Australia
(obviously).
We picked up our lunches at the centre, and
hopped on one of the buses to go into the
circuit. Police escort the whole way, stopping
all the traffic around us so we had priority. Felt
a little like a celebrity with all the treatment we
were getting traffic wise. Upon entry to the
circuit (turn 17) the bus driver went the wrong
way and we managed to get 90% of a lap
around the whole circuit, albeit in the wrong
direction. Certainly an impressive venue, and
was playing ‘Spot the F1 Driver’ with the
other bus passengers on the way as it was
track walk time.
Bus driver finally dropped
us off at the Pit Entry area,
and we walked into the Hard
Rock Stadium and up one
of the service elevators to
our team room (where we
store our bags, and have
breaks in) and it was one of
the VIP suites that overlooks
the whole NFL field on game
days. Would have been an
excellent view if there wasn’t
a tennis stadium set up on
top of the NFL field as it is
the off season for NFL and
the Miami Open was only a
short time before the GP.
Morning team briefing was
held in the room, and then we
split off into our separate little teams. I was in
the Support Paddock for the weekend, and
in the Pit Lane for the F1 race. Radio call sign
for the weekend was ‘Support 2’, and I was
in charge of the releasing of the cars onto the
track from the pre-grid area and all the radio
comms to Race Control. Had a really good
habit of speaking too quickly on the radio and
had to repeat myself, apparently something to
do with not understanding the accent.
29
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Miami F1 GP
We walked down to the Support Paddock
area as a team (which meant walking across
the NFL field from one end to the other)
for familiarisation of the area and what we
needed to do and when. Ran 2 support series
for the weekend, Porsche Sprint Challenge
North America (about 36 entries) and W
Series (18 entries). After our familiarisation
we were stood down for the day and took the
opportunity to walk around the precinct as the
buses back to the workers compound were
still 2 hours away (due to FIA track tests and
the Pirelli Hot Laps). With our credentials we
were issued Paddock wrist bands as well as
the Pit Lane ones, so were allowed access to
the F1 paddock.

We also took the opportunity to walk up and
down the Pit Lane to see the set up, and then
walked out the back into the F1 paddock and
in the Stadium. Found and looked around the
F1 media centre, plus found the shortcuts
around the stadium from our break room
to the Pit Lane. This walked past the Driver
Rooms, so all weekend we were all sharing
elevators with various F1 team members and
drivers. Certainly a fun surprise as to who
we’d be sharing elevators with or who would
be outside the doors when they opened.
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Back to the workers compound, where we
were fed dinner then bussed back to the
hotels so we could rest up as it was a BIG
weekend coming up.
Friday was the late start of the weekend.
Enjoyed that sleep in, as Saturday would be
painful. Was a late start on track as they could
not have competition vehicles on track until
about 2:30 due to the local schools finishing
their lessons at that time, and was part of
the negotiations with the locals to have the
event at this venue. Breakfast at the workers
compound, before another police escorted
bus to the circuit (this time the bus went race
direction) and up to our room for the team
briefing.

This whole weekend was an endurance, and
it was more important than ever to keep well
hydrated. The supply team did an excellent
job of making sure we had enough water, and
Gatorade additives to ensure all were keeping
hydrated. Many people were struggling in
the heat (more so due to the humidity) and it
was highly important to ensure that we were
looking out for each other. Support paddock
was one of the best places to be, as we
had the teams from both categories looking
after us as well, and ensuring we were well
hydrated and cooled down.
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Miami F1 GP
Practice sessions for both categories, plus
qualifying ensured we had many things to do
on the Friday, and a nice opportunity to talk to
the teams and category series officials about
anything and everything. Good opportunity to
be at turn 3.4 for the F1 sessions as well as
that was where the support paddock pre grid
was and released the vehicles onto the track
from there. We were also helping the teams
unload the recovery trucks of broken-down
Porsches/W Series cars, and controlling the
foot traffic while we did so. Got a little hectic
at times but nothing we couldn’t handle once
we ‘acquired’ some extra temporary fencing.
Once track activity was done for the day (and
all the broken Porsches back in their homes
as that was the last event of the day), we
were all directed to go onto specific buses
that went straight back to one of the 3 hotels,

and then was nap time pretty early as the
alarm for Saturday was 4:15am (ouch!)
Saturday came along and was the same
routine as previous days. Bus to the worker
compound for breakfast, pick up our lunch
and then to the track via police escorted bus.
More walking around and chatting with the
teams in the Support Paddock, and turns
out that the Porsche series officials were all

aware of the Australian working in the support
paddock, as whoever I was talking to on the
Friday had gone back to their hospitality and
was talking all about the international with the
cool accent that was working at the end of
the pre-grid.
Just meant more fun people to talk to at my
end, so was a nice surprise. Even found the
massive fan that one of the Porsche teams
brought with them to the event (was the same
height as me) and felt standing in front of that
while drinking iced water was the best way to
get some sort of relief from the heat/humidity.
One of the team members gave me an iced
towel each to put on the back of my neck.
That made a serious difference, and I spent
the rest of the weekend refreshing that in the
various iced water coolers at each marshal
point I walked past. Serious game changer.

Sunday was the same routine to begin
with, same buses at some ungodly hour
of the morning to the workers compound
for breakfast, and then to the track and the
pilgrimage up to our room. Got assigned a
position at Gate 3 for the race (Miami had 4
gates in the pit lane to have access to the
main straight, gate 3 was the one right at the
start line. Had the pole sitter on the left side
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Miami F1 GP
of the opening, and the bridge with the starter
lights on the right) Meant for an excellent view
for the race start, and anthem singing plus all
the pre-race entertainment. Before all that fun

it actually rained during their race. It had
predicted rain all week long for each day but
it had managed to avoid us every time, until
that moment. Everyone scrambled to get wet

though, we had 2 more support races, one for
W Series and then one for Porsches.

tyres out to the pit lane for the drivers, but
the heat was that high even in the rain that it
evaporated as soon as it hit the ground. Once
they finished and we got all of them back into
their compound (including the 4 broken ones),
we made our way up to the room for a quick
lunch break and then out to the pit lane for
the race festivities.

Sunday was the hottest day of them all, so
once the vehicles were released for the W
Series race, we had to hang around to get
them back into their compound once the race
was over. There was no point waiting in the
sun so we walked over and into the W series
hospitality unit, which they welcomed us with
open arms and started handing us yet more
water. Watched the race from there, and
tried to convince the Series Officials that we
need a race in Australia too, as its not a bad
category to have running around.
After their race, we got them back home and
then sent the Porsches first to the pre-grid
and then onto the track for their race. Figured
it was a great idea to chill out of the heat in a
hospitality so we wandered into the Porsche
hospitality unit, where they even fed us fun
snacks as well as the water and Gatorade.
Lucky their hospitality was undercover as
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Gate 3 was an excellent place to be for the
race, got to enjoy those festivities as I said
before, plus people watching as we helped
the poor security guard usher all the grid
walkers off the grid and back to the walkway
into the F1 paddock from the Pit Lane. Saw
many people of note, like Serena and Venus
Williams, Juan Pablo Montoya, several
football/basketball players (as they were
super tall) amongst others. Also was a good
spot to see a lot of the F1 drivers coming off
the grid for relief breaks, as most of them did
after the anthem. Watched the race start from
the gate, then stood opposite the Alpha Tauri
pits, next to their box, for the race.
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Miami F1 GP
Once the race was finished, I had to make my
way up to the Pit Entry end of the lane, with
a couple of other people, to help ensure that
the top 3 drivers would get into carts to take
them to the podium. It was a unique situation
as the podium was between turns 3 and 4 on
the other side of the stadium to the pit lane.
What made this more unique was the top
end of the F1 paddock had multiple black
Chevrolet Suburbans parked just outside,
right where we wanted the carts to go. This

rehydrate away from the prying eyes and
just sit in a melted puddle of sweat. Even as
a place to get changed. Not sure we were
meant to be there but no one stopped us and
we were on a mission. Couldn’t find them in
there so walked to the Ferrari garage only
to find out that they found another cart and
made their own way to the podium, so we
walked back through the FIA garage to the pit
lane (seemed a good short cut).

was because Barack and Michelle Obama
were in attendance, and were leaving right as
the race ended. The cars parked in our way
were all the Secret Service vehicles. Certainly
a unique thing I don’t get to deal with too
often.

After we were finished with the Parc Ferme
stuff, we walked through the F1 paddock
again, seeing many other celebrities and
F1 personalities amongst the people. Last
elevator rides up to the VIP room to get our
belongings and wait for the bus back to the
worker compound. Dinner was had there, and
then back to the hotel for a good night’s sleep
without an alarm the next morning. (Yay)

We got Verstappen in his cart and off to the
podium, and the two Ferrari drivers managed
to slip away into the back of the FIA garages.
I decided to follow them into the back of the
garages with one of the other ladies, Toni,
not realising what we were walking into.
Turns out around the back of the FIA garage
where the cameras don’t go, the drivers and
their physios use that as a chill out area to

Certainly was a super fun experience, and I
definitely recommend it to anyone out there
to take the opportunity to go overseas and
experience another event
Jen
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the PIARC app for iOS & Android.

The official Phillip Island Auto Racing Club — PIARC app that showcases club events &
news.
Current members can view and update their membership details, View their officials points
as well as renew their membership and enter events.
For those wishing to join the club, membership registration is also available within the app.
Circuit timings & details on how to become an event official are accessible through the app.
Download for free today! At the App or Google Play Store.

Phillip Island Auto Racing Club—Access to Motorsport.
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PIARC Drivers Register

5/10/22

Given Name

Surname

Category

Michael

Garner

Sports

Arthur

Abrahams

Sports

Ewan

Geals

F/Ford 1600

Aneeta

Abzatz

Imp. Prod

Peter

Gluskie

Imp.Prod

Wayne

Alway

Imp.Prod

Michael

Goedheer

Sports

Scott

Appledore

Imp.Prod

Stephen

Gorman

Imp. Prod

Brendan

Avard

Excel

Tony

Groves

S/Sedan

Graham

Bell

S/Sedan

Billy

Hamilton

Excel

Graeme

Bell

Imp.Prod

Terry

Hamilton

S/Sedan

Peter

Beninca

S/Sedan

David

Hardman

F/Ford 1600

Tim

Blanchard

Supercars

Daniel

Harvey

Excel

Brad

Blunt

Imp. Prod

David

Hender

Trans Am

Owen

Boak

Sports

Mal

Henley

Imp.Prod

David

Bone

Imp. Prod

David

Hobill

F/Ford 1600

Ted

Brewster

Group N

Ryan

How

Sports

Mark

Brewster

Group N

Garry

Jacobson

Supercars

Dean

Brooking

Superutes

Bradley

James

Excel

Alan

Brown

Group N

Kim

Jane

Toyota 86

Justin

Brown

Group N

Anthony

Johnson

Imp.Prod

Andrew

Butcher

Imp. Prod

Brendan

Jones

F/Ford 1600

Danny

Buzadzic

Tcm

Jack

LeBrocq

Supercars

Mario

Caligari

Imp. Prod

Craig

Lowndes

Supercars

Marc

Cini

Carrera

Bradley

EDAN

Emma

Clark

Excel

Tim

Macrow

S5000

Paul

Clough

Imp. Prod

Gary

McKay

Imp.Prod

Cruz

Cody

Bmw E30

Justin

McMillan

Agt

Chris

Dudfield

S/Sedan

Jonathon

Miles

F/Ford 1600

Tony

Defelice

Sports

Michael

Minshall

Sports

Chris

Dudfield

S/Sedan

Carl

Muller

S/Sedan

Phil

Dunkin

Imp. Prod

Vince

Muriti

Agt

Tony

Defelice

Sports

Andrew

Nowland

Saloon

Chris

Dudfield

S/Sedan

Russ

Occhipinti

S/Kart

Dean

Coutts

Sports

Andrew

Parker

S/Sedan

Ben

Eggleston

Agt/Super 2

Christian

Pancione

Carerra

Simon

Fallon

Carrera

Paul

Pennisi

Saloon

John

Faulkner

Excel

Kane

Rose

Sports

Tim

Freeman

Imp. Prod

Harley

Phelan

Excel
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PIARC Drivers Register

5/10/22 Cont.

Craig

Piergrosse

Imp. Prod.

Cameron

Van den

Imp. Prod.

Jon

Pillekers

Saloon

Martin

Wagg

Gt

Stephen

Pillekers

Group N

Gary

Walker

Radical

Paul

Rule

Imp. Prod.

Jim

West

Imp. Prod

Nick

Scarcella

Imp. Prod.

David

Whitehead

Imp. Prod

Phil

Showers

Imp. Prod.

Andrew

Williams

Htc

Julie

Showers

Imp. Prod.

Rod

Wilson

Sports

Mike

Sinclair

Excel

Shaun

Woodhouse

Saloon

Graham

Smith

86

Bruce

Woodward

Imp. Prod

Graham

Smith

Toyota 86

Terry

Wyhoon

S/Sedan

Conor

Sommers

F/Ford

Brett

Youlden

Tcm

Rob

Splatt

F5000

Luke

Youlden

Supercars

David

Stillwell

Sports

Victor

Zagame

Sports

Paul

Theogolou

Imp. Prod.

Paul

Zsidy

F/Ford

Steven

Theogolou

Imp. Prod.

5/10/2022

Stephen

Trewin

S/Sedan
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Murray Carter- Cuppa Tea Motors
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PIARC Club Regalia
OFFICIAL’S SHIRT – @ $60
Mens M,L,XL,2XL,3XL
short or long sleeved
Ladies 12,14,16,18,20
short sleeve only
POLO SHIRT @ $40
White Mens M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL
Ladies 12,14,16,18,20

PIARC ACCESS STICKERS @ $2
PIARC RADIATOR BADGE (metal) @ $30

PIARC LAPEL PINS @ $10

FOR ALL ORDERS,
PLEASE PHONE
Geoff Bull
0409 803 363

LONG LINE JACKET @ $105
Black & grey, with removable lining
Sizes S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL.
WET WEATHER SETS @ $70
White with PIARC Logo
Sizes M,L,XL,XXL, XXXL

CLUB	
  BADGES	
  IN	
  STOCK	
  
We	
  have	
  commissioned	
  a	
  further	
  supply	
  of	
  club	
  
badges	
  and	
  they	
  are	
  now	
  available	
  as	
  detailed	
  in	
  the	
  
ad	
  at	
  the	
  back	
  of	
  this	
  magazine.	
  
They	
  are	
  both	
  on	
  quality	
  stamped	
  metal	
  and	
  the	
  
hatpin	
  badge	
  being	
  coated	
  with	
  epoxy.	
  
Right	
  now	
  and	
  for	
  the	
  next	
  two	
  months	
  prices	
  are	
  
being	
  kept	
  at	
  the	
  existing	
  price,	
  and	
  will	
  then	
  
increase	
  to	
  reflect	
  the	
  latest	
  	
  manufacturing	
  costs.	
  
	
  
	
  

PIARC CLOTH BADGES @ $5
PIARC SHIELD STICKERS @ $2
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The	
  radiator	
  badge	
  is	
  80mm	
  top	
  to	
  bottom	
  and	
  will	
  cost	
  $35.	
  
The	
  hatpin	
  is	
  24mm	
  top	
  to	
  bottom	
  and	
  will	
  cost	
  $15.	
  
	
  
These	
  are	
  new	
  prices	
  applicable	
  from	
  April	
  2015.	
  Until	
  then	
  the	
  old	
  prices	
  remain	
  as	
  listed	
  at	
  the	
  
back	
  of	
  this	
  magazine,	
  at	
  $30	
  and	
  $10	
  respectively.	
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Join PIARC Today!

Join or Renew your PIARC Membership

Phillip Island Auto Racing Club Ltd.
MEMEBERSHIP BENEFITS: Access to motorsport of PIARC events at Phillip Island Grand Prix circuit and other venues throughout Victoria,
special functions conducted throughout the year by the Club and others, invitations to club sporting events conducted by PIARC and other
clubs, free PIARC logo window sticker, regular contact through the PIARC mobile app, the Club’s website at “piarc.com.au”, Club Social media
pages “Facebook, twitter, Instagram & e-notes and the Club magazine “PIARC Notes”.
th

MEMBERSHIP FEE for NEW MEMBERS 2022/ 2023 (expires 30 June 2023):

Single $65.00, Family $75.00

PAYMENT OPTIONS - Join / Renew:

PIARC mobile app:
Available at the App Store and Google Play – Details can be input and payment made on the app by Credit Card or PayPal.

Electronic Funds Transfer:
Complete this application then Email along with proof of payment it to membership@piarc.com.au and transfer the required fee to:
BSB: 083 214 Account #: 51518 1568
Account name: Phillip Island Auto Racing Club Ltd
Ref: Member # or Your Name
Please include your Full Name in the details when using EFT so we are able to match payments & reduce delay in your card delivery .

Cheque or Money order:

Complete this application and post it with the required fee to:
Membership Registrar – PIARC
PO Box 6091
Vermont South Vic 3133
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP:
Membership Number:

Title:

Address Details:

Given Name:

Surname:

Street:
Suburb:

Contact Details

State: Vic

Post code:

NSW

Home:

Mobile:

Occupation:

Business Phone:

Email Address:
I acknowledge that by providing my details & email address I give the Club permission to contact me about club activities, news
and membership.

Family Membership details: (Your partner & any of your children under 18 yrs of age to be included in Family membership)
Please list Names for all of the family members that you wish to include in your membership.

Please tick areas of Interest from the range of activities arranged by PIARC.

Participating in Club motorsport
Social events

Participating in Open motor racing
VicRoads Club Permits (H & M Plated Registration)

Officiating at motorsport events
I agree that, when elected, I will abide by the rules of the Club at all times.

Applicant’s signature:
Date:

Membership Fee paid: $
I have paid by:

TAX INVOICE: PIARC ABN 90 004 351 446
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A Guide to Phillip Island Accommodation

Phillip Island Tourism Association
Official Website above
To find attractions, accommodation
& Island events
Or Call
Phillip Island Information Centre
1300 366 422
7 days a week
For a Personalised Accommodation
Booking Service and
up to date island information

Phillip Island Auto Racing Club Ltd
ACN 004351446
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